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ABSTRACT

Hydroelectric dams in tropical forest areas emit carbon dioxidl
11l
methane. How these emissions and their impacts should be calculated, anc
comparisons should be made with global warming contributions of alter1.
,,
energy sources such as fossil fuels, can lead to sharp differences in conclusi1
the relative advantages of these options. The example of Brazil's lucurui 1
examined to clarify these differences.
Factors included in calculating emissions for 1ucurui include the 1111L1:1:
stock and distribution of carbon, decay rates and pathways (leading to c:1rl)<11
dioxide and methane), and losses of power in transmission lines. Facto1 :w
considered include forest degradation on islands and reservoir shores, 11 1n1·
oxide sources in drawdown zones and transmission lines, additional nK . 111,
emission pathways for release from standing trees, water passing throug: ! "
turbines, etc. Construction-phase emissions are also not included; ncirh.
··
emissions from deforestation by people displaced by and attracted to the pi
L:c
A complete accounting of the alternative landscape is also lac ; ,11~·
Standardization of the level of reliability of the electricity supply is neeLl ,: le
compare hydroelectric and thermoelectric options.
Types of emissions calculations include the ultimate conrrihur1
i:
emissions, the annual balance of emissions in a given year (such as 199() :11c
emissions over a long time horizon (such as 100 years). The riming of ern1
:1
differs between hydroelectric and thermal generation, hydro producing :1 :Ji~'
pulse of carbon dioxide emissions in the first years after filling the reservoi, , ·1 \!
thermal produces a constant flux of gases in proportion to the power ger1 1 _.,,
The impacts of emissions are related to the atmospheric load (stocks) of th ..
rather than to the emissions (flows), and therefore lasts over a long 1'111c
According to the calculations in the present paper, the average carbon di11\1ciL
molecule in the atmospheric load contributed by Tucurui was present 111 chL
atmosphere 15 years earlier than the average molecule in the comparah ! · l:ll
from fossil fuel generation. This means that, considering a 100-ycar rime l. . , : 11.
a ton of COz emitted by Tucuruf has 15% more global warming impact rh~11
L1i1
emitted by fossil fuel, assuming no discounting. If discounting is applic.
:1c1
the relative impact of the hydroelectric option is increased.
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Time preference, either by discounting or by an alternative procedure, is a
\' factor affecting the attractiveness of hydroelectric. At low annual discount rates
.1\· l-2%) the attractiveness of Tucuruf, although less than without discounting, is
ii .)-4 times better than fossil fuel generation. If the discount rate reaches 15%.
· siruation is reversed, and fossil fuel generation becomes more attractive from a
· •bal warming perspective. Tucuruf, with a power density (installed
2
pacity/reservoir area) of 1.63 W/m is better than both the 0.81 W/m 2 average for
2
2
1
' razilian Amazonia's 5.5 X 10.i km of existing reservoirs and the 1 Vl/m estimated
13razil's electrical authorities as the average for all planned hydroelectric
• ·vclopment in the region.

!11trnductirm
Hydroelectric dams in tropical forest areas emit greenhouse gases such as
: hon dioxide (C02) and methane (CH~). Bow these emissions and their impacts
· nild be calculated, and how comparisons should be made with global warming
:1tributions of other energy sources such as fossil fuels, is a matter of
. <,agreement.
The proportion of the carbon in the decomposing biomass that is emitted as
::thane rather than carbon dioxide strongly influences the global warming impact
·-cscrvoirs. Per ton of carbon, methane is much more potent than carbon dioxide
provoking the greenhouse effect. The average lifetime of methane in the
;10srhere is much shorter than that of carbon dioxide: 14.5 years versus 125 years .
. L:n a constant composition atmosphere as assumed by the Intergovernmental
icl on Climate Change (IPCC) (Albritton et al., 1995: 222).
The present paper examines the example of Brazil's Tucuruf Dam in order to
:Hify differences among various approaches to this problem. I stress that the intent
not to portray Tucuruf as typical of either existing or planned Amazonian dams.
11curuf is better, from a greenhouse gas perspective, than either the average
:sting dam or the average planned dam, but it does not represent an extreme case.
11sidering official values for reservoir areas, Tucuruf has 1.63 watts (\V) of
,railed capacity per square meter (m 2) of resen·oir surface, whereas
,FTROBRAS (Brazil's national electrical authority) considers the average power
· ;1sity for the entire hydroelectric potential of the Amazon Region to be only 1
2
:m (Rosa eta/., 1996a: 6). The equivalent figure for the 5537 km 2 of water surface
the four existing large dams (whose total installed capacity is 4490 MW) is 0.81
2
lir1 , or only half the power density of Tucuruf.
2
The 2247 km Tucuruf Dam was closed in 1984 on the Tocantins River, and
::1me the first major hydroelectric project in Brazilian Amazonia (Figure 1). Only
2
· 72 km Curua-Una Dam, closed in 1977, had preceded it in the region.
2
1hsequently dams were closed in 1987 at Balbina (3147 km ) and in 1988 at
2
:ni1cl (465 km ) (areas from LANDSAT imagery, see Fearnside, 1995). Planned
:r\'Oirs listed in Brazil's 2010 Plan total. irrespective of the expected date of

consuucrion, 100,000 kmz, or abour 20 rimes rhc presenr rnrnl of 5931 k11
above areas of exisring reservoirs are rhose measured from LANDSAT ima1'
differ slighrly from 'official' values (Fearnside, 1995: 11 ).
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Figure 1. Brazil's Legal Amazon Region.
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2. 1:octors lnduded in Calculating Emissions for Tucuru{
A. J11 iria/ Stock and Distribution of Carbon

Tucuruf .'s official area at an elevation of 72 m above mean sea level (ms!) is
24.)() kmz (Brazil, ELETRONORTE, nd[l 987]: 24-25), a value close to the 2247 kmz
L:\'.': DSAT measured area in 1989 (Fearnside, 1995). ELETRONORTE, Brazil's
state power monopoly for northern Brazil, built and operates the Tucuruf Dam. The
2
riverbed area was 321 km , considering a reservoir length of 170 km and an average
width of 1891 m estimated by the author from l:l,000,000-scale side-looking
airborne radar (SLAR) imagery (Brazil, Projeto RADAi\1BRASIL, 1981).
Considering the LANDSAT-measured water surface area, minus the riverbed area
and rhe previously deforested area (ignoring any pre-flooding deforestation not
do1w by ELETRONORTE), the area of forest loss to flooding was 1926 km 2• The
1()(\ kmz cleared by ELETRONORTE in the reservoir area also resulted in
grcrnhouse gas emissions (not considered here). Reservoir filling lasted from
6 September 1984 to 20 March 1985.
Areas of different forest types and the biomass of each were estimated by the
r-: 1 • :nnal Institute for Research in the Amazon (INPA) as part of the environmental
rn1,::cs contracted by ELETRONORTE (Revilla Cardenas et al., 1982: 90). The
art: ' weighted average above-ground biomass is 394 t/ha (oven dry-weight), while
riv: .1pproximate total biomass is 517 t/ha.
The drawdown depth is 14 m (Brazil, ELETRONORTE, nd[1992]: 5), and
the 1verage depth of the reservoir at the minimum water level can be calculated to
he <1 7 m. This uses 58.0 m above msl as minimum normal operating level (Brazil,
El J-:TRONORTE, nd[~. 1983]. A minimum operating level of 51.6 m (Brazil,
El YTRONORTE, nd: 21); Brazil, ELETRONORTE, (nd[1992]) implies drawdown
de · i: of only 3.3 m. Forest area flooded at minimum water level is taken as
;·ir 1'nrtional to water volumes at these two levels from Brazil, ELETRONORTE,
nc~!
1983]: 6).
The area of forest flooded at the operating level is 192,553 ha, and at the
rn: ·. :11um water level. is 106,787 ha (see Fearnside, 1995: Table V). Of the area
ell :1; cd prior to flooding, 8000 ha is assumed to be in the permanently flooded zone
and '.000 ha in the seasonally flooded zone.
Logging removals prior to flooding were small, as the contract for logging the
ar1 · made with CAPEMI (a military pension fund without experience in the timber
sc
: ) ended in a financial scandal without having progressed to a state to
si:
icantly affect the biomass present (see Fearnside, 1990). Of the above-ground
b:·
iss. 1% was assumed to have been removed (Fearnside, 1995). Tucuruf has
Ix
known for the underwater logging activity initiated in 1988 using a specially
dt
iopcd underwater chainsaw. However, negotiations to use biomass from this
soi 1i .·c on a wide scale to supply charcoal to pig iron smelters in the Grande Caraja s
Prn~·.r:1m area have broken down. Nevertheless, the present calculation assumes
di;1; 1>etween 1988 and 2000, half of the biomass is removed.

B. Deca.y Rates and Pathways
In order co calculace emissions from hydroelectric reservoirs one musr k1.
che amounts of biomass present and likely pachs by which ic will decay. Trees
standing in che reservoir are obviously an important component. The portion of:
cree projecting our of che wacer can be assumed co decay through processes sim
co chose affecting crees in clearings for agriculture and ranching, wich pan of : .
biomass being ingested by cermices (which emir a small amount of methane), :1.
pare decomposing ch rough ocher forms of decay which, in che aerobic environmc. above wacer, produce only COz. The biomass above wacer eventually falls inro ti<.
wacer, thereby being transferred co anoxic environments where decay is mucl 1
slower-bur also more likely co yield methane. Leaves and vines fall off che rrc very quickly, and branches and trunks fall ac a much slower race; -The reservoir can be divided in co different zones, where aerobic and ano>...
conditions will have different relative importance (Fearnside, 1995: Fig. 3). Parr ,
rhe reservoir is alcernacely exposed and flooded as wacer levels fluctuate berwc
che minimum and maximum normal operating levels. All biomass componencs
chis zone, including liccer and below-ground biomass, will be exposed co aeroh 1'
conditions ac some rime during che year. The portion of standing trunks in ri: .·
permanencly flooded zone char is located between che minimum and maximti;11
normal operating levels will also be exposed co aerobic conditions.
The biomass can be allocated inco zones (following Fearnside, 1995: Tah1~·
V) using che vercical discriburion of biomass in forest studied near Mana us by Klin.c- ·.·
and Rodrigues (1973, see Fearnside, 1995: Table IV). Based on che proporcion 1:·
biomass in vercical scraca, che wacer depths ac minimum and maximum operari ..
levels, and che areas in each zone, che biomass is calculated in che followi; _
categories: above-water zone wood, surface wacer zone wood, anoxic wacer zoi: c:
leaves and ocher non-wood (all assumed co fall co che boccom), and below-gromi :
wood. The progression of biomass values is calculated for each year, zone a:;.·
biomass component. This is done using races of decay in each zone and rares
biomass falling from che above-wacer co che below-wacer zones. The parametc .
used for calculacing emissions from Tucuruf are summarized if} Table 1 (adaprc,;
from Fearnside, 1995: Table VI). Emissions of methane from decomposition
original forest biomass are based on Table 1.

Table I. In the end of this paper
The initial biomass present is escimaced ac 291.4 c/ha of wood in che above-watc
zone, 5.33 c/ha of wood in the surface water zone (co 1-m depch ac che minimu: .
water level), 55.47 c/ha of wood and ocher non-wood components in che anox,
wacer zone, and 122.69 t/ha of below-ground wood. The above-wacer and belo\\2
ground zones cover che entire forested pare of che reservoir (1926 km ), while riw
surface wacer and anoxic water zones (using averaged values for depch) cover rl 1c
2
forested porcion of che permanandy flooded zone (858 km ).

A small merhane em1ss10n is also calculared from rermires in rhc
decomposirion of wood projecring our of rhe warer (following Marrius et al., 1996).
This is limired by rhe popularion of rermires rhar is able ro esrablish irself before
rhe biomass is removed rhrough orher processes.
Merhane is also produced from rhe "warer" in hydroelecrric dams,
representing rhar coming from dissolved carbon, soil organic maner, and
decomposirion of macrophyres and orher organisms. Since measurements for such
emissions are lacking, a value derived from srudies in Amazon floodplain (vdrzea)
lakes is used insread (see Fearnside, 1995: Table VIII). This is 53.9 mg CH4m 2/day
for open warer and 174.7 mg CH4/mz/day for macrophyre beds. Tucuruf is assumed
co be 90% open warer and 10% macrophyre beds. LANDSAT-based measurements
by de Novo and Tundisi (1994: 149) indicared rhar rhe Tucuruf reservoir was 67%
open warer, 22% emergent dead rrees and macrophyres, and 11 % seasonally flooded
:irea. These aurhors derived a merhane emission esrimare for rhe reservoir by
multiplying these areas by values for emissions per unit of area from measurements
made by Bartlen et al. (1990) in similar habitats in vdrz.ea lakes. The methane flux
rates used in the present study are slightly lower, based on the Bartlen et al. (1990)
results averaged with other available measurements from vdrzea lakes (Fearnside,
1995: 15).

C. Transmission Losses
Transmission loss must be included in any calculation rn have a fair
comparison of hydroelectric with fossil fuel energy. Thermoelecuic plants generate
elecuicity ar rhe sire where it will be used, and losses from its local disuibution
nerworks can be assumed rn be equal rn those from local distriburion of hydropower.
The long-distance transport from the hydroelectric site to the point of consumption
applies only to hydro, and must be considered. In the present calculation a loss of
2.5% is used, rhis being the low value assumed in the viability srudy of the Balbina
Dam (Brazil, ELETRONORTE/MONASA/ENGE RIO, 1976). Tucuruf has 743 km
of 500-kilovolt (kV) transmission line and 75 km of 230-kV line (not counting the
approximarely 500 km 500-kV line segment from Imperatriz rn Sao Luis) (Brazil,
ELETRONORTE, nd[c. 1983]). The total is thus over four times the length of
Balbina's 190-km 230-kV line, but . transmits much larger volumes of energy.
Transmission losses were not included in the calculations for 1990 in Fearnside
(1995).

3. Factors Not OJ.ns£dered In 17ie Present Calczdation
A. SOURCES OF DIRECT EMISSIONS

!. Forest Degradation on Islands and Shores
Forest on islands and on the reservoir's shores are subjected to stress from
the raised warer table, causing many individual trees to die and depleting the

forest's biomass. Forest degradation on islands also occurs due w the effu
fragmenting forest into small isolated patches (e.g. Lovejoy et al., 1984).

II. Nitrous OxideSources
Nitrous oxide (NzO) is probably released from soils exposed in the seaso1:.
flooded zone during drawdown periods. This is not included in the pre,:
calculations. Some NzO is formed in the air by high-voltage transmission li11'
Quantification of nitrous oxide is important because of the high impact of this :> .
on global warming relative to COz; its 100-year integration global warming potcnr1:11
(GWP) is 320 relative to COz on a mass basis (Albritton et al., 1995: 222).
Ill. Additional Methane Emission Pathways
The processes by which methane is released are nor well quantified, ,
could significantly increase the amoum of these emissions above what has be
calculated in the present paper. Emissions here have been estimated based
different processes. For emissions from the 11 water, 11 this is on the basis of avaiL1 i
information on emission from the water surface of varzea lakes. However, much ,,
the methane is oxidized to COz in the water column before being released at u;,·
surface. Processes unique to reservoirs that would allow methane to be rele:i·:. ,
directly, without passing through the full water column, would S1Jbsramially incrc:~'
emissions over this estimate. One such contribution is CH4 released when w;1 r.·
passes through the turbines, raking anoxic water and abruptly decreasing
3
3
pressure. With an average streamflow of 11.1X10 m /s, Tucuruf's volume of 40 ·'3
109 m of water turns over every SO days (0.138 years). Marc Lucone (perso1;::·
communication) found only a few percent of the total methane release to ocL·" 1
through water passed through the turbines of the 15,000 kmz La Grande complex ..
Quebec, Canada. However, because La Grande has such a large area, and beca1: .·
its turnover time is on the order of one year, the relative importance of water surfk'c·
would be greater than at Tucurui . The reason is the same as that causing narn 1 1 ·
lakes, in general, to have greater contribution from wind and surface diffusion ril .:
do reservoirs (see Baxter, 1977: 259).
The amount of methane emitted by the reservoir depends heavily on r 1 '.
routes available through which methane in anoxic water at the reservoir bottom c .: .
reach the surface without being oxidized to COz in the water column. The prcsc1:
calculation considers only diffusion through the water surface at a rate assumed
be equal to that occurring in vdrzea lakes. Individual events that bring anoxic W;I1 .:
to the surface would not be captured by these quite low mean rates. Cold spl'. l l >
(jriagens) affect the western part of Brazilian Amazonia, not the location of rfocu ll I l
in eastern Amazonia. Cold spells cause breakage of the thermocline and cornpi:
mixing of the water column, bringing anoxic methane-rich water rn the surf;ic:c
where a pulse of emissions can occur. However, at Tucurui the river channel
portion reservoir has been found to be thermally stratified only in the dry season:

wirh the onset of rains, the great influx of oxygenated rainwater eliminates anoxic
conditions in the channel during the high-water period when the turnover time is
only a few weeks (Junk and de Mello, 1987: 380). In Tucuruf's stagnant bays and
lirroral areas where standing trees impede water flow, stratification is maintained
year-round (Pereira, 1989 cited by Roulet, 1992: 52). The same applies to the
Brokopondo reservoir in Surinam (Leentvaar, 1966 cited by Baxter, 1977: 261).
The methane release calculations in the present paper do not include the
1v)ssible role of dead trees standing in the reservoir in serving as conduits for
;1crhane from the soil of the reservoir floor. Marc Lucotte (personal communication,
1996), has found dead trees in reservoirs in northern Canada to act in this way, with
methane passing through the xylem and phloem of the dead trees allowing the gas
rn be released directly to the atmosphere, thereby escaping blockage by the
rhermocline and oxidation to COz in the water column.
1

IV Co11stroctio11-phase Emissions
Construction of hydroelectric dams emits greenhouse gases through fuel use
111 excavation of earth and rock, transport of materials, and emissions in the
6
manufacture of cement and steel. Tucuruf required 6.2 X 10 ml of concrete (Brazil,
6
!~LETRONORTE, nd[1992]: 5). In addition there were 55.3 X 10 ml of compacted
1·lay, 20.0 X 106 ml of rockfill, 22.9 X 106 ml of rock excavation, 24.3 X 106 ml of
ordinary excavation, and 4.7 X 106 ml of filters and transitions (Brazil,
i~LETRONORTE, nd[c. 1983]).
For the transmission line, 1937 towers were
1cquired (not counting the lmperatriz-Sao Lufs stretch of the line).
!1. COMPLETE ACCOUNTING OF ALTERNATIVE LANDSCAPE
One must have an estimate of the emissions that would have occurred in the
ihsence of the dam. The easiest assumption in estimating such an emission is that
:.he landscape remained in a static state equal to that present before building the
·lam, but a fairer comparison would be achieved by comparing the dam with a
;cenario for development in the region without the dam.
Primary forest soils are natural methane sinks, and removing this sink
·cpresents a small impact on global warming. This is included in calculations of
·:ontributions of hydroelectric dams (along with deforestation) to the annual balance
1f net emissions in 1990 (Fearnside, 1996a), but is not included in the Tucuruf
;alculation in the present paper.
Possible uptake of carbon by growth of natural forest, found in the one
:tvailable measurement so far (Grace et al., 1995) has not been included in the
calculation. We.re the forest considered to be a natural carbon sink, then removing it
hv flooding would have greater impact on global warming.
Land-use emissions from deforestation influenced by the dam can have a
.1gnificant impact on the net effect of the dam. Because the human population that
vias displaced by the reservoir would have ,continued to clear within the
11 bmergence area had the dam not been built, only the initial pulse of deforestation

from chis relocaced populacion represencs a real addicion co deforescacion cmissiow.
. Newly arrived seeders on che Transamazon Highway near Alcamira (Para) cleared Ll.
an annual race averaging 3.6 ha/family during che firsc five years, while in Ouro
Preco do Oesce (Rondonia), lacs were cleared ac an average annual race of 2. 7
ha/family during che firsc six years che Joe is occupied, afcer which che clearing race
fell co very low levels uncil che Joe was sold co a new owner (Fearnsidc, 1984).
Logging accivicy char would have concinued in che submergence area had rhc
reservoir nor been creaced was probably displaced co forescs oucside rhc
submergence area, wichouc represencing a nee change.
One also muse deduce che CH~ emissions char would have been produced IF
che wacer in che nacural river wichin che screech flooded by che reservoir. In rhc
same way, emissions of boch CH4 and NzO muse be deducced from che seasonally
flooded area (vdrzea) during che flooding· and exposure scages of che river's nacural
hydrological regime.

C.

INDIRECT EAllSS/ONS

Known as 11 leakage 11 in discussions over che nee benefics of silviculcurai
plancacions as a global warming micigacion measure, indirecc effeccs car:
subscancially increase global warming impaccs of a developmenc projecc, including.:
hydroeleccric dam like TucuruL The reservoir made ic necessary co relocace a 120km screech of che Transamazon Highway, placing chis (and ics associaced feeder
roads) in a foresced area. Tucurui displaced 3350 families (17,319 people) according
co escimaces made afcer che reservoir had been filled (Monosowski, 1990: 32).
Alchough some of chese people moved co cowns, masc were moved co secclemenr
areas where they cleared land for agriculcural plocs, parcicularly in Gleba Parakan~1
(on che wescern shore). A severe infescacion of Mansoni'a mosquicoes ac chis si((~
(Tadei et al., 1991) has caused many of chese people co subsequencly move co a ne\\
area of foresc, where addicional area was deforesced. Ocher people have beer:
accracced co che area by che projecc and ics infrascruccure, and have cleared
addicional foresc.
Noc all of che emissions from clearing by che populacion amacced co che dam
can be blamed on che projecc, however, as many of chese people would be clearing
foresc elsewhere in Amazonia were ic nor for che dam. The same applies (('
emissions from urban cencers char have grown as a resulc of che dam. Replacing
urban infrascruccure flooded by che dam, however, represencs a direcc impacr.
Tucurui flooded che cown of Jacunda , requiring complece rebuilding of che cown at
a new sire (Mougeoc, 1990).
A subscancial effecc of Tucurui, eicher posicive or negacive, is ics role in river
cransporcacion. The dam could have greacly facilicaced cransporcacion from ics
cacchmenr area had shipping locks been compleced. The Tocancins River formerly
. had rapids in che screech of river now submerged by che reservoir. This barrier had
mocivaced conscruccion of a railway in 1905 (now abandoned) co bypass che rapids

d11ring Brazil's rubber boom.
In 1979 the· decision was made that, simultaneously with construction of
sh w·ping locks was begun, they were abandoned before completion. Barge transport
011 rhe Tocantins River would be a less energy consuming means of exporting ore
fr 1 1m rhe Carajas mine than the railway option later adopted. Carajas has the world's
9
hLL: :sr high-grade iron ore deposit with an estimated 11 X 10 t of ore, sufficient for
m 1n i ng at the current rate for 400 years. In addition to iron, the Carajas area has
min~1hle deposits of copper, bauxite and other minerals, and is associated with the
Gr:inde Carajas Program to administer an agricultural plan eventually expected to
exporr large amounts of soybeans and other agricultural products (see Fearnside,
1°P6. 1989a). Ore and other products from Carajas are now exported using an 890k 11' :~1ilway completed in 1983. With the railway afait accomp/is, finishing the locks
a1 : i 1curui came to be viewed as part of a second phase of development of Caraja s
rr .· llnw expansion of exports beyond the limits imposed by the railway's capacity
(l ;1' to, 1982: 46). It is also an option for substantially increasing agricultural exports
fr()tn rhe Tocantins-Araguaia Basin, especially of soybeans. Should the locks be
cr1111 pletcd, then the reservoir would begin to yield an energy and carbon savings by
~1,·1·iding fuel use for additional rail transport.
6
The capacity of the railway (30 X 10 t of ore/year) limits exports, which
mighr be larger today were transportation being done by barge. Because ore at
C:ir:ija s is extraordinarily pure (66% iron), the mining of lower grade deposits
e · · ·where in the world (including those in Minas Gerais, Brazil), results in more
( ·' :c; emissions from transportation and smelting than would be the case were this
11 ' being supplied from Carajas.
Some possibility exists that the locks in the Tucurul Dam may one day be
c ,..,iilercd. Although the subject is periodically raised, no specific commitment has
be: 11 made, and it is therefore more realistic to calculate emissions scenarios without
these facilities.
L1

• ~·7:4NDARDIZAT!ON

OF LEVEL OF SERVICE

Comparing different types of energy generation requires decisions
::cming the level of service, that is, the constancy of electricity supply, that must
! · :11pplied by each. Hydroelectric generation in Amazonia has a strong seasonal
c k: of energy supply due to seasonal availability of water for power generation.
·c electricity to be offered at the same level of service by both hydro and thermal
c · 1r>ns, for comparative purposes, one would have to include emissions of the
kup thcrmoelcctdc generators necessary to supply power at the full rate year''.; nd. Standardizing level of service is an accepted technique for comparing
•'inns that differ greatly in power reliability, as in the case of wind power and
1 · :mal generation.
In the case of Tucurui a complete standardization at the peak power might
· nrcalistic as a representation of the .real choices involved. When the services

being supplied are essential, as in supplying urban centers, chermal backup is
needed during low-wacer periods. For example, Balbina (supplying Manaus,
Amazonas) is completely backed up by thermal plants. In the case of lucuruf,
however, about two-thirds of the power is used for aluminum manufaccure, and it
may be more economical to only smelt aluminum in proporcicm co available
hydropower rather than co supply large amounts of more expensive supplemencary
power from thermal backup systems. In any case, some form of correccion for
thermal backup, either full or partial, is needed for a fair comparison of Tucuruf wich
thermal generacion.

E. PLANS FOR EXPANSION AND BASIN DEVELOPMENT

The present calculation has considered only the present ("Tucuruf -I")
configuration of che dam. Further increases in output (and in impaccs) may occur in
the future were the normal operating level increased co allow inscallacion of more
turbines. Output and impacts may also increase by conscruccion of addicional dams
upstream of the first, thereby regulating the flow of the river in order co provide
more water during the low-water season. The additional impaccs of raising che wacer
level and/or building additional dams would, of course, have to be taken inco
account.
ELETRONORTE has plans to expand the installed capacity of Tucurui co
7960 MW in the Tucuruf -II project. ELETRONORTE has, to this author's
knowledge, never released a figure for the area of the Turucuf Reservoir ac an
elevation 74 m above msl, the normal operating level for the Tucuruf -II projecc in
chc original plan for this addition. The result has been char a number of auchors
(including this one) have calculaced energy density values for the full configuracion
of Tucuruf-11, using che area ac the 72 m normal operacing level adopced for the
now-installed "Tucuruf-1" configuration of 3960 tv1W (e.g. Fearnside, 1989b;
Goodland, 1980). ELETRONORTE has since decided thac the settlers who have
moved into the area along the present shoreline would make raising the water level
to 74 m politically impossible, and the current plans for Tucurui-11 call for
maintaining the water level at 72 m (John Denys Cadman, personal communicacion,
1996). It is not known how much, if any, the change would reduce che amount of
power that the Tucurui-II configuration could produce annually.
An indication of the additional area that would be flooded were che wacer
level to be raised to 74 m for Tucurui-11 is given by a survey of vegecacion, which
considered 415.37 km 2 to be in the area expected to be flooded in the second scage
(Revilla Cardenas et al., 1982). Using the LANDSAT-measured area for Tucuruf-1,
one can calculate that the total surface area of the reservoir were the wacer level
raised for Tucuruf-11 would be 2662 km 2• If areas used in the vegetac'ion survey are
used, the total area (foresc and riverbed) would be 3047 km 2•
In addition to any flooding of more area in Tucuruf proper, che Tucuruf -II
scheme would require regulating the flow of the Tocantins River by building che

Santa Isabel Dam on the Araguaia River, the first major tributary upstream of
Tucuruf (Paulo Edgar Dias Almeida, personal communication, 1991 ). The impacts
of this must therefore be considered in evaluating the Tucuruf-11 proposal.
ELETRONORTE has plans to build dams upstream of Tucuruf on the Tocantins
and Araguaia rivers (see Junk and de Mello, 1987: 370). The impacts and benefits
of these more extensive schemes would have to be evaluated together with Tucuruf.
The full plan for development of the Tocantins/Araguaia basin calls for 26 dams
ups cream of Tucuruf.

4. Types of Emissions Calcul,ations
.:\. Ultimate Co11tributio11 to Emissions
One way to approach greenhouse gas emissions from hydroelectric dams is to
calculate the ultimate contribution that would occur with decomposition of all forest
biomass flooded by the reservoir. This is much easier to calculate than is the impact
of flooding on the annual balance of net emissions because one need not know the
rare at which decomposition occurs. Rosa and Schaeffer (1995) have done a
calculation for Tucuruf using a method equivalent to this approach, assuming that
biomass has a half-life of only seven years and considering emissions over a 100-year
rime horizon without discounting. The assumptions of these authors can be used to
calculate that the cumulative release over 100 years would be 2.3.;.5.3 X 106 t of CH.,
6
or 56.4-128.9 X 10 t of COz-equivalent gas using 1994 IPPC 100-year integration
GWPs. Rosa and Schaeffer's (1995) analysis, however, assumes (without explanation
of any justification) that 10-30% of the biomass decomposes anaerobically (i.e., to
CH.), and considers only the impact of the methane--thereby ignoring the 70-90%
of the carbon that they have assumed is released as COz. A valid comparison would
require accounting for all gases emitted by both options (see Fearnside, 1996b and
Rosa et al., 1996b).
Calculation of the ultimate contribution of reservoirs to emissions, while
useful as an illustration, tells us little about the contribution to the annual balance of
emissions. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(FCCC), signed at the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992 by 155 countries plus the
European Union, stipulates that each nation must make an inventory of carbon
stocks and fluxes of greenhouse gases. This implies that the annual balance of
greenhouse gas fluxes will be the criterion adopted for assigning responsibility
among nations for global warming. Because forest biomass in Amazonian reservoirs
decays exceedingly slowly, the contribution to the annual balance is very different
from the ultimate potential for emitting carbon.
Junk and de Mello (1987: 38_1) made two calculations of the emissions of
Tucuruf as compared to fossil fuel generation. In an optimistic calculation, they
concluded that the quantity of carbon dioxide released from forest flooded in

Tucurui would be emitted by generating the same amount of energy from fossi
. fuels in only 1.5 years. This calculation assumed that mean biomass is .'300 t/ha, that
no forest is cleared outside of the reservoir area, and that the dam would generate
from the outset 8000 MW of power (i.e., the Tucurui-11 configuration and the
[impossible] load factor of 100%).
The pessimistic calculation of Junk and de Mello (1987: 381) indicated
breakeven after 37 years. The latter calculation was made assuming that mean
biomass is 600 t/ha, that an area outside the reservoir is cleared equal to five times
the reservoir area, and that 4000 MW are generated from the outset. Both the
optimistic and pessimistic calculations assumed that only half the area of the
reservoir was forested, that all forest biomass carbon is emitted as COz, and that the
thermolelectric alternative burns diesel fuel with an energy content of 10,900
kcal/kg and a conversion efficiency of 20% to electric power.
B. ANNUAL BALANCE OF E.AflSSIONS IN A SPECIFIC YEAR

Under the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), countries
are currently undertaking national emissions inventories to assess fluxes in the year
1990-an exercise to be repeated at regular intervals for future years. Ability to assess
fluxes for a specific year, such as 1990, is therefore important. The approximate
quantities of biomass and emissions present in each zone in Tucurui were calculated
for 1990 (the base year for national inventories) (Fearnside, 1995: Table VII).
'Tucurul's methane emission in 1990 totaled 0.09 X 1Obt CH4 gas. Emissions of CH.
gas from the entire reservoir were 215 t from termites, 39.8 X l0 3 t from open water.
14.3 X 103 t from macrophyte beds,and 40.2 X l03 t from underwater decay. The
underwater decay portion was cornposed of contributions from the permanently
in undated zone of 0 t from wood in the surface water zone, 11. 9 X 103 t from wood in
3
the anoxic water zone, 2.0 X l0 t from leaves and other non-wood biomass in the
3
anoxic water zone, and 10.2 X 10 t from below-ground biomass. Contributions from
3
the seasonally in undated zone were 13.3 X 10 t from underwater decay of wood, 1.8
3
.
X 10 t from leaves and other non-wood biomass, and 64 t from below-ground decay.

C. EMISSIONS OVER I 00 YEARS
I. Timing of Emissions
Hydroelectric power has some fundamental differences from fossil fuels thar
make comparisons of impacts of these two options produce very different results
depending on the treatment given to time in the calculation method. Fossil fuel
generation produces emissions in direct proportion to energy produced, and
providing a constant stream of benefits in the form of electricity will produce a
constant stream of emissions. Hydroelectric dams in tropical forest areas, on the
ocher hand, produce a large pulse of emissions in the first few years after closing.
and emissions then taper off to a much low~r level as the bulk of forest biomass,
especially the above-water biomass, either decomposes or is transferred to the

bottom of the reservoir. The benefits typically follow a pattern that is the inverse of
che pattern for the impacts. Benefits begin at a low level with only a few turbines
installed, and increases by steps over the succeeding several years as the remaining
· urbines are installed.
The initial pulse of emissions when a reservoir is flooded, particularly from
C02 released from decay of dead trees projecting above the water, greatly exceeds
rhe dam's global warming benefits in terms of fossil fuel substitution. Different
:iams vary tremendously in the time required to break even on an instantaneous
:1asis, that is, for annual emissions to fall to a level below that required to produce
che same power from fossil fuel (omitting the accumulated impacts of the initial
peak of emissions).
The form of the decline in remaining biomass is important to understanding
·-.·hy high rates of emissions are to be expected in the first years after filling a
·:servoir. Because of the many tree species with differing resistances to decay, the
:1ccline is not a simple exponential described by a single decay constant. I handle
·his problem by dividing time into four periods and applying a different exponential
. ,ecay rate in each period (Table l). After the initial rapid decline in biomass, the
.1 mount remaining at any given time up to the end of the time horizon is greater
: han it would be were a single rate applied. In fact, it should be even more so than
the calculations indicate due to some highly resistant species. For example, in
! _Ia tun Lake (created by the Panama Canal), some trees were still standing over 70
.·ears after flooding (Bultman and Southwell, 1976).
Methane emissions calculated from the present assumptions are almost
:onstant over time. However, there is some evidence that a much greater pulse of
nethane is emitted soon after the reservoir is filled. Tundisi (unpublished)
neasured CI-14 emissions with floating chambers at Samuel 0.25 years after flooding
.rnd at Tucuruf 4.5 years after flooding; these measurements have been used by
· _,uis Pinguelli Rosa and Roberto Schaeffer (personal communication, 1996) to
2
estimate flux rates of methane from the reservoir surface of 227 g C/m /year at
.-1amuel and 0 at Tucuruf. The lack of methane emissions at the water surface at
Tucuruf does not mean that the reserV'oir was not emitting this gas through other
neans, especially from water passing through the turbines.
The emissions from the Tucuruf -I phase are shown in Figure 2 over a span
>f 100 years. The great pulse of carbon dioxide emissions in the first years after
'illing the reservoir is evident. Methane, under current assumptions, is emitted at
111 almost constant rate over the time horizon. In Figure 3 the effect of Tucuruf and
rs fossil fuel equivalent are compared in terms of global warming impact of the
~nnual emissions, as expressed in terms of COz-equivalents adjusted to the year of
:mission (i.e., instantaneous without adjustment for the effects of non-simultaneous
.::missions over the course of a time horizon of, say, 100 years). This is done by
multiplying the quantities of each gas by its 1994 IPCC 100-year integration GWP
·Albritton et a/., 1995: 222). On this kind of instantaneous basis (i.e., forgiving the
1

rhe accumulared hisrory of emissions since rhc beginning of rhc nrnc sL·
Tucurui begins w 'break even' from rhe sixrh year onwards. In Figures 2 a:
time "O" signifies rhe rime rhe power srarion comes on line, nor rhe rime rhe d:
closing .. Emissions from the filling phase (i.e., before rhe dam comes on line),
emissions from consrruction, would be represented by negarive numbers for tin,
A)
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Figure 2 . Tucurur'.· emissions
A) from the hydroelectn"c project,
B) from fossil fuel displaced by Tucuror'.
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2. Impacts of Emissions
The Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) (Article 2) fixes
;mcnrion on the atmospheric loads (stocks) of gases, as distinct from emissions
',·luxes), temperamre increases provoked by the atmospheric loads, physical changes
..:rnsed this warming (increased sea levels, frequency of floods, frequency of
droughts, etc.), and impacts of these events on humans (increased mortality rates
~ind material damage). The FCCC cites "dangerous levels," of these atmospheric
loads as the condition to be avoided, and is sometimes interpreted as meaning that
importance is only attached to reaching distinct "threshold" values, such as the 550
p~ms per million by volume (pp_mv) atmospheric COz concentration taken as an
:llustration by Wigley et al. (1996) as the point at which atmospheric concentrations
ll\ight be stabilized. This target theoretically represents the point at which the risk
··,·mild be unatceprable that a drastic (i.e., "dangerous," in the language of the
;.·ccC) climatic shift might occur. The value of this threshold has not been
scimated by the IPCC nor agreed upon by the parties to the FCCC. The IPCC
t:ses scenarios ranging from 450 to 1000 ppmv as the target for stabilization (IPCC
\\larking Group I, 1996: 3). The 550 ppmv value is approximately double the pre:ndustrial C02 level, and implies substantial . impacts: models for equilibrium
conditions following such a doubling indicate mean global temperatures rising 1.5l.5"C, with a most likely value of 2.S"C (Houghton et al., 1992: 16). Projections to
r he year 2100, including the cooling effect of industrial aerosol emissions, indicate
·!obal mean tempearature rising above the 1990 mean by 1-3.5°C, with a most likely
alue of Z"C (IPCC Working Group I, 1996: 6). The corresponding increase in sea
~vel is 15-95 cm, with a most likely value of 50 cm.
Wigley et al. (1996) argued that it would be better to emit greenhouse gases
ww when we · are still far from this threshold: the 1992 atmospheric C02
:oncentration was approximately 355 ppmv (Houghton et al., 1995: 25), and the
, PCC 'business-as-usual' (reference) scenario would bring us to 550 ppmv in
1pproximately 2070 (Houghton et al., 1995: 22). This argument, of course, assumes
no discounting or other time preference weighting for short-term versus long-term
;mpacts.
The focus on thresholds implies reduction of the threats of climatic change
:o that of a 'flip-flop' or discontinuity, such as an open Arctic Ocean and altered
c)Cean current patterns, including the Gulf Stream. Although the risk of such a
Jrastic change is, indeed, something that the precautionary principle would warn us
:o accept sacrifices in order to avoid, there is more to climatic change than this.
Simplifying the problem to one of thresholds misrepresents the nature of risk: in
addition to abrupt thresholds leading to dramatically altered climate, many of the
tmpacts of climate change are incremental in nature. Rising sea levels, for example,
increase the damage caused by hurricanes and tropical storms, such that more.
frequently occurring small storms take on the damage levels that formerly
characterized extreme events, and extreme events take on unprecedented

deadliness.
Even for global warming risks char involve abrupc discomin 1
thresholds, increases for GHGs below the predicted chreshold have imporc.
_. 1
policy. To a certain extent,· the possibilicy of crossing a major threshold is ;111
'-'.n
to pushing a ruler off a table. If the ruler is 30 cm long, one may push ic un:'
~ c
of it extends over the edge of the table, after which any further pushing\\
•1:
the ruler to tumble to the floor. If one is uncertain as to how Jong chc
r
however, the probability of crossing the threshold will increase in accord •
rl
probability density profile of our knowledge about where the .threshold lies.
If one considers only the FCCC's implication of keeping atmosphcr, · u~1'
below specified bounds, then economic rationality (i.e., discounting) wil:
. -1
decisions to postpone any cutting back of emissions or implementation of n:' ·." , r1'
measures. Wigley et al. (1996) have argued this case. These authors also pc:
.1
additional advantage of delaying responses until the atmospheric load
:l
approached: the higher atmospheric concentrations present if emissions
. :1c
are delayed would accelerate uptake by some sinks, thereby allowing more\;· ,s
be released, in total, over the time horizon. However, these authors also P' .: (
that the delayed cutbacks scenario implies global mean temperamres thac u '
.•.:
by O.Zo C and global mean sea levels higher by 4 cm. A preference for
\.
cutbacks is only indicated if impacts such as these are judged insignificanc. l . 1:
view such impacts as insignificant, making the earlier emission of hydroekcr!C,
opposed to fossil fuel, generation a factor weighing against the hydroeleccric o,,: !Oli
The atmospheric loads of greenhouse gases from Tucuruf are sri. '::
Figure 4-A over a time horizon of 100 years. The comparable profile for Cil; : ,J();
from fossil fuel generation of the same power is shown in Figure 4-B. The t>' :· :·t
the great pulse of initial emissions in the case of hydroeleccric generaci'
maintain a higher level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere for a period :: :
dam begins to 11 break even 11 on an instantaneous basis (Figure 3).
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Figure 4 .Tucuru( atmospheric loads of
greenhouse gases
A) from the lzydroelectn·c project,
B)fromfossi/fuel dfrp/aced by Tucurur'.

The average radiatively equivalent COz molecule emitted by a hydroelectric
!:1m is present in the atmosphere earlier than the corresponding molecule emitted
·-i\· fossil fuel generation. 'Radiatively equivalent COz' refers to equivalents of co~
:11 [erms of instantaneous radiative forcing (not GWP, over a long time horizon, such
:': [he IPCC 100-year integration GWPs). The "center of gravity" of the distribution
· wrnl radiative forcing (Figure 5) is year 52 for Tucurul 's hydroelectric output, and
:ar 6 7 for the fossil fuel equivalent of Tucuruf. The 15-year difference represents a
::;nificant gain in postponing global warming. The value attached to this time
!ifference depends on the discount rate chosen (Figure 5). Choice of a discount ra[e
a moral and political decision, not a scientific one, but it must nevertheless be
: ,ade. Use of a zero discount rate also represents a choice, and this must be made
inscientiously. Unfortunately, the choice to use a zero discount rate is being made
, 1ir society without its knowledge or consent.
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The difference between the imporrance of a ran of GHG in the atmosphu;
now versus 15 years from now is the impacts of global warming caused by tho:; ·
gases over 15 years, such as floods and droughts. How much value society places ' ·
these impacts is a major factor in evaluating hydroelectric contributions to gh ·
warming.
Rosa and Schaeffer (1994) have proposed an alternative to the IPCC's glu;,
warming potentials such that the timing of emissions is considered, and ! :
radiative forcing impact is only counted from the time of emissions onward. Thi~; 1.
an advance over the IPCC method, which is based on comparison of simultaneot!.'
emission of a molecule of COz and a molecule of each other gas, such as CH •. '1 'h,:
Rosa and Schaeffer (1994) method does not, however, include any weighting :·,
time preference, assuming a discount rate of zero. Both features are neeck
consideration of the timing of the radiative forcing (i.e., the timing of the prese;;
of the atmospheric load of gases, as distinct from the timing of the emissions), '':
consideration of the weight society gives to time. Rosa and Schaeffer's ( l'-.J';
method also differs from the one adopted here in having different time horiz,;1
over which emissions are considered and over which the radiative effects of l i ..
atmospheric loads are considered. In the method adopted here, both end at ..
common point in time (100 years after closing the dam).

Both the Rosa and Schaeffer ( 1994) formulation and the one adopted here
imply considering the different gases in a way different from that currently adopted
1,· the IPCC. The principal justification for the GWP formulation of IPCC is that a
·1wre complicated formulation would be too difficult for policy-makers to
1nderstand (RT Watson, public statement, 1992). However, GWPs are, in fact, a
'1l;1ck box from the point of view of decision-makers, who do not grasp the details of
how GWPs are derived. Under such circumstances one may as well use a more
complicated formulation that better reflects the importance of timing of emissions
and of their impacts on radiative forcing. The new black box would be used in the
same way by decision-makers, and the result would be a fairer comparison of energy
llptions in terms of societal interests.

'/ l. Effects of Time Preference
The question of applying discounting (or an alternative time weighting) to
:tcenhouse gas emissions and/or their impacts is a matter of debate. The Global
i·,nvironment Facility (GEF), which administers World Bank funds intended for
:nmbating global warming under Agenda 21, currently does not discount carbon or
GHGs and their impacts.
Sound reasons exist for some form of time preference weighting for global
\\·arming impacts, rather than a zero-discount scheme. Buildup of greenhouse gases
i 11 the atmosphere initiates a stream of impacts (including increases in human death
:ares), not just single-event impacts. If this stream of impacts begins later rather
·:1 in sooner, the savings (human lives, for example) between the sooner and the
1; er time represents a permanent savings, even though the same individuals may
1 i :c the
next year. The logic is directly parallel to the accepted practice of
:onsidering avoided fossil fuel emissions as permanent savings, even though the
-><l me barrel of oil may be burned the next year.
Applying even a very small
discounting would greatly increase the impact of the large initial pulse of
hydroelectric emissions relative to the evenly distributed emissions from fossil fuel.
The long atmospheric life of some greenhouse gases, particularly the 125\Tar average life of COz (Albritton et al., 1995), means that global warming impacts
lntinuc long after an emission occurs. Even were emissions to be greatly reduced.
·,c atmospheric load remaining from past emissions would continue to provoke
l rough ts, floods, and other impacts. These features of climatic change contribute to
·he rationale for some form of discounting or other time preference weighting.
Although not addressed specifically, discounting is implicit in the FCCC's
· rnphasis on annual balance of net emissions, implying that this will be the criterion
'er any penalties later negotiated as protocols under the Convention. This is implied
hv the agreement of all countries to conduct inventories of the annual fluxes of
"missions (as opposed, for example, to net committed emissions, which would
;1 pture the long-term di,fferences between hydroelectric and thermoelectric
· ·ncration). The annual balance criterion implies discounting because the countries
1

of rhe world do, in facr, apply discounring when considering money. Thi~ 11
rhar, from rhe poinr of view of narional planning, financial cosrs of rhe cli1
impacrs, financial cosrs of mirigaring measures, and financial cosrs of any fin,
raxes on emissions would be rreared rhis way.
Among rhe implicarions · of rhe annual balance crirerion (and rherl
discounting) is rhar delay in negoriaring prorocols ro implanr fines and sir.
measures creares a morivarion ro build hydroelecrric projecrs now rarher rh:rn i
In rhis way rhe large pulse of emissions is nor counred againsr rhe counrry's an
balance of ner emissions.
Assuming rhar a discounr rare grearer rhan zero is applied, rhe value ch
would have a grear influence on rhe energy choices indicared as preferable. Ju
wirh rhe case of discounring for financial calcularions, hydroelecrric dams wi:. 1
indicared as more arrracrive rhan rhermal generarion if lower discounr rares are t ,c
In financial calcularions, proponenrs of hydroelecrric dams usua.Jly argue srrongl 1
lower discounr rares rhan rhose used for orher kinds of invesrmenrs. Because o' r:
long Jag rimes berween financial invesrmenrs and rhe iniriarion of revenue . , ,
elecrriciry sales, hydroelecrric developmenr would ofren be· unarrracrive at
higher discounr rares. Hydroelecrric proponenrs do nor, however, argue for
discounr rares in rhe financial sphere. The same needs robe applied ro rhe ber:
and impacrs in rhe global warming sphere.
Birger Solberg, of rhe European Foresr Insrimre, holds rhar rhe discoun1 ::,
used for carbon musr be rhe same as rhe one used for money (public sraren1~1 .,
1994). Dilip Ahuja, now of rhe World Bank, holds rhar rhe discounr rare useri 1 1
carbon should be differenr (i.e., lower) rhan rhar used for money (persllr: I
communicarion, 1992); his previous work on global warming porenrials has use 1 ·.
annual discounr rare of 5% (Lashof and Ahuja, 1990).
Discounr rares of 10-12% are common in financial analyses of r.
developmenr projecrs in Amazonia. Some World Bank economisrs ha\'e
recommended using discounr rares of 15% for projecrs in Brazilian Ama:
(Skillings and Tcheyan, 1979). These and orher discounr rares reprL· ,,
adjusrmenrs of real value, rhar is, afrer correcrion for inflarion. This :.im! '' 1 '
preference (Fearnside, nd-a) under an alrernarive rime preference scheme h~i; . :1
inregral effecr (rhe area under rhe rime weigh ring curve) equivalenr ro an an:,, !
discounr rare of 1.24%.
Discounr rares in rhe range used for financial calcularions would h~1" ~·
dramaric effecr on rhe arrracriveness of hydroelecrric generarion from J g:";
warming perspecrive. The relarionship of discounr rare ro rhe relarive imp~1''l
fossil fuel generarion is shown in Figure 6. Ar 15% annual discounr rare, fossil
becomes more arrracrive in rhe case of rhe currenr calcularions for Tucuru[ .
discounr rare at which rhis mrnover would occur would be lower were a pr,
accounring made of many of Tucuruf's emissions (consrrucrion, dispLtvc cl
deforestation, ere.). It should also be remembered rhar Tucurui is berrer rhan L:; c
average dam.
1
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Figure 6. Tucuruf: discounting greenhouse
gos benefits and impacts (global wonning
benefit/impact ratios).

--Benefit/impoct

Discounting would have a significant effect on the importance gi,·en to
emissions from the construction phase of hydroelectric dams, such as those from the
concrete, steel a.nd transport of materials. Because these emissions occur before the
dams are closed, the year of emission is negative and their impact will have to be
inflated, rather than deflated, to standardize them to year zero. As compared to
fossil fuels, the long lead time of hydroelectric dam construction, as well as the
greater requirements for materials, will make this factor weigh against hydro.

:i. Condusions
The Tucuruf Dam produces significant em1ss1ons of greenhouse gases,
~dthough less would be produced by fossil fuels when considered over a 100-year
time horizon. The relative attractiveness of hydroelectric versus thermoelectric
generation, in terms of global warming impact, is highly sensitive to discount rate or
other forms of weighting for time preference. The global warming impacts of
· [l_1curuf can even exceed those of fossil fuel generation if assessed using discount
i"<Hes common in financial analyses (a practice within the range of discussion,
tlthough not recommended by this author). Because the ratio of energy benefits to
'.~lobal warming impacts at Tucuruf is more favorable than with the average existing
lam, or the average planned dam in Brazilian Amazonia, decisions regarding
Jiscounting of global warming impacts will be critical to the choices to be made
:1mong energy options in the region.
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Tobe/a 1.
TABLE I:

PARA~IETERS

FOR HYDROELECTRIC
Value

P;,1ramctcr

Above-ground fraccion

Units

nllSSIOI\ CALCULATIO:"S

Source
Fcarnsii.Je. nJ-b; sec FcarnsiJI.'.. 19Y-t

0.773

Aver•ge depth of surface W•ter zone

DA~l

meter

Assumption, basc:iJ on commerc.:i;JJ timber spuibg'-·

Lc•f decay rate in seoson•lly inundoied zone

-0.5

Fraction/yr

Assumption

Above-,.•atcr decoy rate (0-4 yrs)

-0.1691

Fraction/yr

Assumed s:ime as felled forest ( F eJrnside, I 4Y6J 1

Above-w•tcr dee•)' rate (5-7 yn)

-0.1841

Fr•cti_on/yr

As.urned same as felled forest (Fcarnside, 1996a;

Above-water dec•y rate (8-!0 yrs)

-0.0848

Froction/yr

Assumed same os felled foresc <Fearnside. 19%a)

Above-water deca)' rate (>10 yrs)

-0.0987

Fraction/yr

Assumed same as felled forcst

Fraction of abovc-w.o.tcr decay via termites

0.0844

Fraction

Assumed sJmc :is felled foresc (!\bniu!<> Cl-11 .. IY901

Wood decay rue in surface water zone

-0.0139

Froction/yr

A:.sumpcion: average lifetime •SO ycan

Lc:if dccay._ratc in anoxic water zone

-0.0035

Froction/yr

Assumption: J\'cr:Jgc lifetime - 100

yc::ir~

Wood decay rate in anoxic \Vater zone

-0.0014

Fr•ccion/yr

Assumption: J\"cr;ig,c lifetime • 500

year~

Below-ground decay r•te in pennanencly flooded
zone

-0.0014

Fr•ction/yr

Assumption: ;J\'eragc lifetime - SOU

ycJr~

Below-ground dec•y rJte in seasonally flooded
zone

-0.0139

Fraccion/yr

Assumption: avcr:.ige lifetime .. SO yc1Jrs

Fraction of C releo&sed as methane in termite
dee•)'

0.0000

Fraction of C released :11 methane in termite
decay (high trace gas scenario)

0.0000

Fraction of C rele.ucd as methane in surface
water zone decay

0

Calculated from· measurement by

'hs11rircrn1cs

(FcJrn~iiJc,

~brtius

1940J)

cLI.l. ( J99Jl

npcroccpho!t1s (J ~specie~)

C::ilculatcd from mc;Jsuremcnc by ~brtius c.c:l.i. ( 19q;
for ~lc.rulC..l.Jll.lCLO~p!J;llm (a Lirzca srcc1c,;

Assumption

Fraction of C released as meth::me in anoxic water
zone decoy

Assumption

Fraction of C rcle:ued as methane in
below-ground decoy

Assumption

1·

··ice ion

of w:irer co\·cred hy m:icrophyrcs

0.1

Assumption

\ lcchane release from macrophyte heds

0.00

mg/m2/day

Feornside, 1995: Tobie VIII

\fechane release from open water

0.00

mg/m2/day

Fearnside, 1995: Table VIII

C1:1rhon conrenc of·wood

0.00

Fearnside cul.• 1993

0.45

Assumption

0.45

Assumption

::..irbon conrenc of leaves and fine Jiuer
! :;1rhon

content of vines and epiphyces

'Ure of wood foll from abo\'C·Water zone

0.1155

1:r;1ccion of mcrh::mc oxidized in water

0

Lc~1f

01crobic dec::iy. first ye::ir

0.025

Froction/yr

Assumption: average lifetime • 6 yeors
Assumption

Froction of
original leaf
biomass lost
annually

Calculated from Brozil, ELETROl'\ORTE. 1987: 261
(OXY·STRATIF model parameter for Balbin•)

Value dMded by 10 (as a guess at the exaggeration in
OXY·STRATIF)
Leaf ::ierohic decay, after firsc year

0.0085

Froction of
original leaf
biomass lost.
annually

Calculated from Brazil, ELETROl'\ORTE, 1987: 261

Value divided by 10 (as a guess at the exaggeration in
OXY-STRATIF)
lliomass of Components jo IJnloggcd Original Fores rs

·\\·cragc coral hiomass of foresc

0

t/hu

\vcr:igc wacer depth at minimum le\•el

lO

meters

In irial hiom::iss presenc: Jea\'es

8.8

t/ha

From total biomoss and Fearnside, 1995: Table IV.

Initial hiom::iss present: fine liner

10.6

t/ha

From total biomass and Fearnside, 1995: Table IV.

22.5

t/ha

From total biomass and Fearnside, 1995: Table IV.

291.4

t/ha

From tocal biomass and Fearnside, 1995: Table IV.

5.•,

t/ha

From total biomass and Fearnside, 1995: Table I\'.

; 1~1 hiom::iss presenc: wood in anoxic zone

55.5

t/ha

From total biomass and Fearnside, 1995: Table IV.

l nit1al hiomass present: below ground

121.9

t/ha

From total biomass and Fearnside, 1995: Table IV.

[1.11

hiom:iss present: vines and epiphyces

·r'ul hiomass present: wood above water
ii h1nrn::i~!\

present: wood in surface zone

Revilla Cardenos UJll.• 1982
Assumption

